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New university building to lift Bergen into
international top

Danish Arkitema Architects and Norwegian Arkitektgruppen Cubus have won
the competition to design a new Life Science build at the University of
Bergen. Making room for both science and industry, the goal is to materialise
the visions of Science City Bergen. With a prominent placement in Norway’s
second largest city the new 17,500 m2 building will become a southward
gateway to the university. 

The appointment of Arkitema Architects and Cubus as winners of the
competition to design the new Energy and technology building (EnTek) at the
University of Bergen (UiB) marks a starting point of a new vision. EnTek is



designed to ensure even more collaboration between UiB’s faculty and the
energy and technology industry. At the same time the winning proposal also
include a new street bringing university and city even closer together.

The project also makes room for an entirely new public space in Bergen
“Science City” that will lift professional communities and bring new thoughts
to life. The vision of Science City Bergen is to support even more research
and development between companies and faculties, with the ambition to
become an international portal for innovation within energy, climate and
technology.

The future EnTek building will become a landmark in Bergen with both an
aesthetic and usable architectural design. Furthermore the establishment of a
new street from the southern parts of Bergen towards UiB will create a new
central meeting point for researchers as well as citizens of Bergen.

“We are proud to have won such a prestigious project in Bergen. The historic
value of the university is enormous and its buildings and spaces are some of
the most important and symbolic in the city. With our proposal for the EnTek
building we have created a new and dynamic research and study
environment, with high aesthetic qualities and thought through functionality.
Hopefully this will underline UiB’s position in Bergen. EnTek is situated right
next to the oldest building on campus, the Meteorological Institute, so the
building will mark a new and modern arrival to the university, but at the
same time symbolically linking future and past. That is just an extra bonus for
us, making it even more interesting,” says senior partner in Arkitema
Architects Per Fischer.

Besides Arkitema Architects and Arkitektgruppen Cubus, the winning bid also
consisted of Danish engineers EKJ Rådgivende Ingeniører. The Entek building
will be 17,500 m2 and is planned to open in 2019.

Right now Arkitema Architects are also designing the future Sahlgrenska Life
in Swedish Gothenburg (Find link below)

Facts:
Address: Nygårdshøyden, Bergen
Year: 2016-2019
Size: 17,500 m2

Client: University of Bergen



Architects: Arkitema Architects and Arkitektgruppen Cubus
Engineer: EKJ

About Arkitema Architects

Arkitema Architects was founded in Aarhus in 1969. Today, the practice is one
of Scandinavia’s biggest architectural firms, with fourteen partners and a staff
of 500 employees, divided between branches in Copenhagen, Aarhus, Oslo,
Stockholm and Malmö.

We work in all architectural scales, from interiors to construction architecture
to urban planning, but we have concentrated our professional skills in five
segments: Housing, Commercial, Health, Learning and Urban Design.
Together, these five segments form the foundation of the modern
Scandinavian city.
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